
Reading at Carcroft!

MFL at Carcroft! 
‘Learning a new language is becoming a member of the club - 

the community of speakers of that language’
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Intent:
Curriculum Intent

At Carcroft, we believe that learning a language benefits children in many positive ways. It helps them to widen their cross-cultural 
understanding, and deepen their speaking and listening skills. Pupils will begin their MFL journey in Year 3, aligning to the National 
Curriculum programme of study. We follow the ‘Kapow’ online programme as a starting point and adapt those plans where required. 
During their time at Carcroft, children will develop their understanding of French as a language, as well as their enthusiasm and desire 
to learn a new language. Kapow aims to instil a love of language learning and an awareness of other cultures. Through this scheme of 
work, we aim to give pupils a foundation for language learning that encourages and enables them to apply their skills to learning 
further languages, developing a strong understanding of the English language, facilitating future study and opening opportunities to 
study and work in other countries in the future. 

By the end of Year 6, we expect the children to leave with a deeper understanding and knowledge of the French language and its 
vocabulary. The children will have all the necessary skills needed to continue their learning as they move into Key Stage 3 and beyond. 
Children will have the opportunity to acquire an understanding of both spoken and written French, and the confidence to speak in 
French with others. 

At Carcroft, we believe that all children, regardless of their background, should have the opportunity to an exciting MFL curriculum. 
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Intent: Year 3/6 (23/24)

For the 2023/2024 school 
year, the decision was 

made to teach both Year 3 
and Year 6 the same 

objectives. This is due to the 
current cohort of Year 6 

children not receiving 
sufficient MFL teaching in 

previous KS2 years.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lcabYquyI2YVOtnMXfypmmmcdZHkFcgQloQMjiapMos/edit#gid=745326330
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Intent: Year 4 (23/24)

For the 2023/2024 academic 
year, the current cohort of Year 4 
children received the appropriate  
French teaching during their time 
in Year 3. This was delivered by 
Junior Jam. It was decided that 
the children would continue their 
French journey using the Kapow 

curriculum from the Year 4 
scheme of learning. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lcabYquyI2YVOtnMXfypmmmcdZHkFcgQloQMjiapMos/edit#gid=564516829
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Implementation:

How is French taught in Key Stage 2 at Carcroft?

French will be delivered across the school using the online French scheme - Kapow. 

Kapow states - ‘The French scheme of work is designed with three knowledge strands that run throughout our units with knowledge 
building cumulatively. These are: 

- Phonics
- Vocabulary
- Grammar 

This knowledge can then be applied within our skills strands, which also run throughout each unit in the scheme:
- Language comprehension (listening and reading)
- Language production (speaking and writing)

Through the French scheme, pupils are given opportunities to to communicate for practical purposes around familiar subjects and 
routines. The scheme provides balanced opportunities for communication in both spoken and written French, although in Year 3 the 
focus is on developing oral skills, before incorporating written French in Year 4 and beyond. The scheme is a spiral curriculum, with key 
skills and vocabulary revisited repeatedly with increasing complexity, allowing pupils to revise and build on their previous learning. 

Our scheme of work focuses on developing what we term ‘language detective skills’ and developing an understanding of French 
grammar, and key vocabulary rather than on committing to memory vast amounts of French vocabulary. Pronunciation is emphasised 
early on using our Mouth mechanics videos to support pupils with phoneme pronunciation in French.’ 
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Implementation:
How is MFL organised at Carcroft?

In Key Stage 2, pupils will receive 60 minutes of MFL teaching, every other week. In the 23/24 school year, 
Year 5 pupils will receive 60 minutes of MFL teaching every week from Spring 2. 

How is MFL planned at Carcroft?

MFL (French) will be taught by the MFL lead. The MFL lead uses the planning and resources provided by 
Kapow and will use this as a basis to plan lessons from, making amendments and tweaks as appropriate 
using pre-existing knowledge of the pupils and their previous understanding. 

What does MFL look like in the classroom?

Lessons incorporate a range of teaching strategies from independent tasks, paired and group work 
including role-play, language games and language detective work. Children will have many opportunities to 
implement and improve their speaking and listening skills, including pronunciation, as well as their 
grammatical knowledge. Conversational opportunities are provided within every year group. Children are 
encouraged to build up their ability to speak in conversational French, asking and answering questions in 
French with increasing confidence. As the children progress, opportunities for writing will become more 
established to further embed knowledge and understanding. 
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Impact:

There has been an increase in the positive attitude towards MFL across Key Stage 2. Children show enthusiasm 
when participating in French lessons and are enjoying being given the opportunity to learn an additional 
language. 

The children are enjoying lessons and particularly like activities where they can apply their new knowledge 
through a game and active participation. It is clear that children’s understanding of the language is improving 
and their attitude towards being given this opportunity has been incredibly positive. 
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Vocabulary: Year 3/6 (23/24)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vBcMWAubwXtMaMvmh8rWiCAj-au1NSdDPjamRyRlD7k/edit#gid=0
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Vocabulary: Year 4 (23/24)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vBcMWAubwXtMaMvmh8rWiCAj-au1NSdDPjamRyRlD7k/edit#gid=0
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Vocabulary: Year 4 (23/24) 
continued

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vBcMWAubwXtMaMvmh8rWiCAj-au1NSdDPjamRyRlD7k/edit#gid=2084639047
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Vocabulary: Year 5 (23/24)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vBcMWAubwXtMaMvmh8rWiCAj-au1NSdDPjamRyRlD7k/edit#gid=2084639047
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Aspirations for MFL at Carcroft

At Carcroft, we are always striving to provide the best opportunities for our pupils. We believe that we offer our 
pupils an exciting and vocabulary rich MFL curriculum but there are always opportunities for things to improve. 
However, these things take time, and we already have a range of ideas of things that we would like to 
eventually get up and running as part of our MFL provision. 

- French themed day 
- Additional opportunities (clubs)
- Link to the XP MFL department - students or teachers in to run/support additional opportunities
- Making links with French charities/groups within the city
- Making links with schools in France and keeping in contact
- Making connections with universities, students and their languages department
- Visiting France - link to personal development (fundraising opportunity)
- Investment into French teaching resources - puppets etc.
- Further opportunities to make cross-curricular links within expeditions
- More accurate assessment documents/opportunities explored and implemented
- Staff CPD


